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MacMost Helps iPhone Users Find the Right Case
Published on 10/17/09
MacMost has announced a new iPhone Case Finder section. The new iPhone Case Finder
section
of the MacMost Web site allows users to quickly search through more than 700 iPhone and
iPod Touch cases. They can narrow the field by specifying styles, colors and types.
Finding the right case for your iPhone can be tricky. There are hundreds of cases
currently available, of all different styles, colors and types.
Denver, Colorado - MacMost has announced a new iPhone Case Finder section. Finding the
right case for your iPhone can be tricky. There are hundreds of cases currently available,
of all different styles, colors and types. Many iPhone users simply settle for one they
see in a store without looking for the best one for them. The new iPhone Case Finder
section of the MacMost Web site allows users to quickly search through more than 700
iPhone and iPod Touch cases. They can narrow the field by specifying styles, colors and
types.
"The problem that iPhone users face is that there are too many cases out there," said Gary
Rosenzweig, producer of MacMost. "Looking through a large online retailer can take hours,
and it is hard to pick one out."
The iPhone Case Finder lets you pick a color, style, manufacturer and iPhone or iPod Touch
model. This can quickly narrow the search down from hundreds to only a few. Then you can
roll over each choice to view an image and more information.
The site only shows cases that are currently in stock and can be shipped quickly, ruling
out hundreds of cases that clog up online sites even though they aren't really available.
"Another problem people face is the poor selection in stores," said Rosenzweig. "Even the
Apple Store can only stock a few dozen cases, which is less than 10% of what's really out
there. There are some really great designs and some high-quality cases that you may never
even see if you just look in stores,"
MacMost:
http://macmost.com
The MacMost iPhone Case Finder:
http://macmost.com/iphonecases

MacMost is a Web site a podcast network dedicated to helping people get the most from
their Mac, iPhone and iPod. The site includes tutorials, news, reviews and commentary.
Copyright 2009 MacMost. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPod are
registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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